Computer Carts

Kidney Cart

Kidney Cart Documentation Cart

The non-powered Kidney Cart is an ultra lightweight mobile documentation cart with a generous-sized kidney shaped work surface. Its compact profile and 3" casters allow easy movement through care settings and around tight spaces. The Kidney Cart provides simple height adjustment for the comfort of each user, accommodating seated or standing patient interaction. A range of accessories mount easily to the back or front column to facilitate clinical workflow needs.

- Three work surface color options coordinate with modern interiors
- Generous 18" D x 28" W work surface provides added work space
- Smooth comfort-rounded work surface edges
- Cable and power cord routing hole integrated into work surface
- Sit to stand height adjustment

Generous Workspace
Expansive 28"w work surface with smooth comfort-rounded edges

Compact Profile
Lightweight and agile, maneuvers easily through tight spaces

Accessorize
Choose from an array of accessories to facilitate workflow
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Accessories
The Kidney Cart mobile documentation cart is designed to accept a variety of accessories to facilitate workflow and organization.

Wire Basket  Power Supply Holder  PDI Mount  CaviWipe Mount  Scanner Shelf

Ask your Capsa representative about these and other accessories specific to your desired solution.

Work Surface Color Options

Hard Rock Maple  Haywood Cherry  Fashion Grey

General Specifications
Starting Weight: 29.4 lbs (13.33 kg)
Height Range: 32.5” to 48.5” (82.55 to 123.19 cm)
Adjustment Range: 16” (40.64 cm)
Footprint (width front to rear): 15.35-16.02”W x 16.73”D (39-40.69 x 42.49 cm)
Work Surface - Work Area: 28”W x 18”D (71.12 x 45.72 cm)
Casters: 3” (7.62 cm) locking casters
Lift Type: Manual
Warranty: 3 years, parts only